STOLL

FOULARDS

CAPSULE COLLECTION SUMMER 2016
For our first Stoll Capsule Collection Summer 2016 we were inspired by Classic High-Quality Foulards originally woven in silk and used as neckties and scarves to complete a look. We decided to add viscose, cotton, polyester and polyamide for a modern, sporty feel. Traditionally, foulards use geometric motifs and colourful patterns against contrasting backgrounds. Our goal was to translate the Airiness and Rich Colour of lightweight woven foulards into fine knitworks on gauges E 7.2, E 16 and E 18. Instead of knitting Inverse Plating between the systems we now handle Inverse Plating in one system only. We call this technique “Stoll Ikat-Plating”.

The aesthetic output of Stoll Ikat-Plating can be best compared to Ikat Patterns – where space-dyed weft yarns form a horizontally blurred pattern. The graphics on ikat textiles traditionally reflect a certain randomness and less accurate forms and shapes. Colours seem to fade into each other. A similar effect can be achieved in knitting fabrics with Stoll Ikat-Plating on Stoll ADF-3 machines.

As with any other knitting technique, Stoll Ikat-Plating impacts the design and R&D of knitted fabrics. This technique increases the repertoire of printed effects and enables designers to draw their own artwork. To create respective graphics, designers must consider technical specifications – like the numbers of pixels per colour, and the sequence of colours – which can be provided by any knitting technician prior to the creation process. The artwork can be created with common graphics software and handed over to knitting technicians for further processing.

Unlike conventional techniques for multi-coloured knitted fabrics, like jacquard, ADF-3 Plating techniques allow you to realise Lightweight Fabrics with “Brush-Stroke” effects as seen in our Summer 2016 collection.

This collection only presents a selection of the countless possibilities offered by this new technique – start drawing your own knitted designs, or explore ours on patternshop.stoll.com.

Jörg Hartmann
Head of Stoll Fashion & Technology
1410167 / CMS ADF-3 / E 16
SIZE APPROX. 90 X 90 CM / 100% SILK

Single jersey foulard in an ABSTRACT IKAT motif created with the STOLL IKAT-PLATING TECHNIQUE. The foulard is framed with a PIQUÉ STRUCTURE to prevent selvedge from rolling. Letters are knitted in INTERLOCK RIPPLE STRUCTURE to create an embossed effect.
1410169 / CMS ADF-3 / E 18
SIZE APPROX. 80 X 80 CM / 100% VISCOSE
Striped STOLL IKAT-PLATING foulard in TUBULAR ALTERNATE
KNITTING TRANSFER STRUCTURE that consists of four yarn colours
fading one into another. Second colour version in blue shades.
1410162 / CMS ADF-3 / E 16

SIZE APPROX. 75 X 75 CM / 50% VISCOSE, 50% COTTON

Double jersey foulard made with STOLL IKAT PLATING in a 3-colour dégradé look. A subtle secondary graphic effect is achieved by using PTS STITCH LENGTH REGULATION.
1410161 / CMS ADF-3 MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2
SIZE APPROX. 90 X 90 CM / 50% SILK, 50% VISCOSE
STOLL IKAT-PLATING foulard in POINTELLE STRUCTURE with purl stitch net structure borders. A multi-coloured look with subtle shades is achieved by SELECTIVE PLATING.
1410168 / CMS ADF-3 / E 18
SIZE APPROX. 110 X 110 CM / 50% VISCOS, 50% COTTON
2-colour STOLL IKAT-PLATING foulard in a fading geometric design
knitted in JERSEY TRANSFER STRUCTURE.
1510002 / CMS ADF-3 / E 16
SIZE APPROX. 75 X 75 CM / 50% SILK, 50% COTTON
4-colour striped single jersey foulard created with STOLL IKAT-PLATING IN 2 SYSTEMS.
2-coloured borders on one side of the foulard are achieved with HALF MILANO.
1410160 / CMS ADF-3 MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2
STOLL-MULTI GAUGES®
STOLL-FLEXIBLE GAUGE®
SIZE APPROX. 80 X 80 CM / 50% SILK, 50% VISCOSE, POLYAMIDE BORDERS
Diamond-shaped jersey foulard with a geometric motif knitted in a 2-LAYER CONSTRUCTION. STOLL IKAT-PLATING creates the impression of a variety of colour shades, using only two yarn colours. COARSE GAUGE INTARSIA borders are knitted in 1X1 TECHNIQUE.
1410172 / CMS ADF-3 MULTI GAUGE / E 7.2
SIZE APPROX. 110 X 110 CM / 50% SILK, 50% POLYESTER
Striped single jersey foulard knitted with STOLL IKAT-PLATING IN
2 SYSTEMS and PURL STITCH BORDERS. A three-dimensional graphic
effect is achieved by using PTS STITCH LENGTH REGULATION.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Yarn Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1410167</td>
<td>SESIA: SELINDE, NM 120/2 (100% SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>1410169</td>
<td>FILPUCCI: LUMIERE, NM 60 (100% VI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8    | 1410162 | FILPUCCI: LUMIERE, NM 60 (100% VI)  
EMILCOTONI: YORK BRIGHT, NM 200/2 (100% CO)  
ZIMMERMANN: 3772X, LYCRA 44 DTEX, PA 44 DTEX (82.6% PA, 17.4% EA) |
| 10-11| 1410161 | SESIA: SELINDE, NM 120/2 (100% SE)  
FILPUCCI: CREMA, NM 40 (100% VI)  
SESIA: ANGEL, NM 60/2 (100% SE)  
EMILCOTONI: YORK, NM 200/2 (100% CO)  
ZIMMERMANN: 4495X, LYCRA 22 DTEX, PA 78 DTEX (93.8% PA, 6.2% EA)  
SESIA: SOTTILE, NM 100/2 (100% CO) |
| 12-13| 1410168 | FILPUCCI: CREMA, NM 40 (100% VI)  
EMILCOTONI: YORK, NM 200/2 (100% CO)  
FILPUCCI: LUMIERE, NM 60 (100% VI)  
ZIMMERMANN: 3772X, LYCRA 44 DTEX, PA 44 DTEX (82.6% PA, 17.4% EA) |
| 14   | 1510002 | SESIA: SELINDE, NM 120/2 (100% SE)  
EMILCOTONI: YORK BRIGHT, NM 200/2 (100% CO)  
ZIMMERMANN: 4495X, LYCRA 22 DTEX, PA 78 DTEX (93.8% PA, 6.2% EA)  
SESIA: SOTTILE, NM 100/2 (100% CO)  
FILPUCCI: LUMIERE, NM 60 (100% VI) |
| 16-17| 1410160 | SESIA: ANGEL, NM 60/2 (100% SE)  
FILPUCCI: LUMIERE, NM 60 (100% VI)  
FEIN-ELAST GRABHER: PA 6.6, DTEX 78 F 46X4 (100% PA) |
| 18-20| 1410172 | SESIA: ANGEL, NM 60/2 (100% SE)  
PINORI FILATI: GLOW, NM 60 (100% PES) |

Yarn Suppliers:

EMILCOTONI S.P.A.
VIALE DELL’INDUSTRIA 12 – 29100 PIACENZA (PC) – ITALY  
TEL +39 0523606913, FAX +39 0523608054  
INFO@EMILCOTONI.IT, WWW.EMILCOTONI.IT

FEIN-ELAST GRABHER AG  
GÜTERSTRASSE 39 – 9444 DIEPOLDSAU – SWITZERLAND  
TEL +41 (0)717379010, FAX +41 (0)717379029  
INFO@FEIN-ELAST.CH, WWW.FEIN-ELAST.COM

FILPUCCI S.P.A.
VIA DEI TIGLI 41 – 50010 CAPALLE (FI) – ITALY  
TEL +39 05589871, FAX +39 0558969382  
FILPUCCI@FILPUCCI.IT, WWW.FILPUCCI.IT

MANIFATTURA SESIA S.R.L.
VIA TOSALI 67/69 – 28073 FARA NOVARESE (NO) – ITALY  
TEL +39 0321819984, FAX +39 0321819985  
SALES@MANSESIA.IT, WWW.MANSESIA.IT

PINORI FILATI S.P.A.
VIA EUGENIO GESTRI 19 – 59100 PRATO (PO) – ITALY  
TEL +39 057454911, FAX +39 0574530362  
INFO@PINORI.IT, WWW.PINORI.IT

W. ZIMMERMANN GMBH & CO. KG  
RIEDESTRASSE 7 – 88171 WEILER-SIMMERBERG – GERMANY  
TEL +49 (0)838792120, FAX +49 (0)8387921242  
INFO@ZIMSI.COM, WWW.ZIMMERMANN-GARNE.DE
STOLL BRANCHES & AGENCIES

FRANCE
STOLL FRANCE
85-87 AVENUE HENRI BARBUSSE – 92140 CLAMART
TEL +33 141088383, FAX +33 141088500
STOLLFRANCE@WANADOO.FR

ITALY
STOLL ITALIA SRL.
VIA DEI MANISCALCHI 9/A – 41012 CARPI (MO)
TEL +39 059651899, FAX +39 059651870
STOLLITALIA@STOLL.IT

USA, CANADA
STOLL AMERICA KNITTING MACHINERY, INC.
250 WEST 39TH STREET (1ST FLOOR) – NEW YORK – NY 10018
TEL +1 2123983869, FAX +1 2129217659
INFO@STOLLAMERICA.COM

JAPAN
STOLL JAPAN CO. LTD.
MINATO-KU – SHIBAURA 4-16-23
TEL +81 337693690, FAX +81 337693694
INFO@STOLLJAPAN.JP

INDIA
STOLL INDIA PVT. LTD. – C-25, SECTOR 63
201 301 NOIDA – UTTAR PRADESH
TEL +91 1204690850/3298053, FAX +91 1204690851
CONTACT@STOLL-INDIA.COM

CHINA, HONG KONG, TAIWAN, THAILAND, VIETNAM
CHEMTAX (STOLL) COMPANY LIMITED – 6/FL. GOLDSLAND BUILDING
22-26 MINDEN AVENUE – TSIM SHA TSUI, KOWLOON – HONG KONG
TEL +852 23686269, FAX +852 23687500
STOLL@CHEMTAX.COM

STOLL HEADQUARTERS

GERMANY
H. STOLL GMBH & CO. KG – STOLLWEG 1 – 72760 REUTLINGEN
TEL +49 (0)712131310, FAX +49 (0)7121313110
CONTACT@STOLL.COM, WWW.STOLL.COM

STOLL FASHION & TECHNOLOGY GERMANY
H. STOLL GMBH & CO. KG – STOLLWEG 1 – 72760 REUTLINGEN
TEL +49 (0)712131310, FAX +49 (0)7121313426
CONTACT@STOLL.COM, WWW.STOLL.COM

STOLL FASHION & TECHNOLOGY CENTER NEW YORK
250 WEST 39TH STREET (GROUND FLOOR) – NEW YORK – NY 10018
TEL +1 2123983869, FAX +1 2129217659
INFO@STOLLFTNY.COM, WWW.STOLLFTNY.COM
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